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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of distributed trust ureliability and trusted third party dependency in a decentralized network. We

demonstrate that trust can be created and maintained in a decentralized way, without relying on certificate authorities but instead using

the Nash equilibrium, based on individual profit, made possible by the development of cryptocurrencies. We show how Write-Once

Storage can be used as the basis of a secure naming system. Finally, we present Orwell – a secure decentralized domain name system

based on the blockchain protocol.

1. Introduction

Over the last 20 years, the Internet changed signifi-

cantly – it became much more decentralized, and so did

the services it provides. The concept of trust also evolved

– it has seemingly become a resource that can be bought,

sold and stolen. What did not change about trust is its cen-

tralized nature. Virtually all trust establishing systems del-

egate all critical decisions to trusted third parties. It would

be wrong to assume that all certification authorities adhere

to the same standards and provide the same level of iden-

tity assurance. In fact, many certificate authorities issue

certificates without any legal or technical processes to au-

thenticate the identity of the entity requesting the certifi-

cate, relying only on the Domain Name Registrar details to

validate identity ownership.

The purpose of this paper is to address the issue of

trusted third party dependency in the public key infras-

tructure. We will demonstrate that trust can be created

and maintained in a decentralized way, without relying on

certificate authorities but instead using the Nash equilib-

rium (Nash, 1950) based on individual profit, made pos-

sible by the development of cryptocurrencies. We will

show how Write-Once Storage can be used as the basis

of a secure naming system. We will also present Orwell –

a secure decentralized domain name system based on the

Blockchain protocol, introduced by Bitcoin (Nakamoto,

2009).

2. Related work

The trusted third party (TTP) is often misused as a

building block of secure systems. Instead of being treated

as a weak link in the chain, it is used as a black box that

encapsulates existing problems and hides them based on

the assumption of infallibility and reliability. The TTP is a

costly and risky element that should be thoroughly thought

through before use, and can be used either as a last resort,

or an unavoidable risk. The reason for it is that introducing

a TTP to the system is equivalent to introducing a potential

security hole (Szabo, 2001), as it is an a priori weakness

and an additional point of attack.

2.1. Write Once Storage

One of the most useful abstractions over a trust system

is a Write Once Storage. Let us consider a basic key-value

storage system with the following properties:

• public access property – any party may attempt read-

ing or writing any key,

• read fail property – if no value was written for the

given key, a read operation will fail explicitly,

• read agreement property – if the read operation suc-

ceeds, no other successful read will ever return a dif-

ferent value.

This storage could serve as a basis for a distributed trust

system. An identity registration could be executed by at-

tempting a write operation – the key would be equal to a

user name, and the value would be the owner’s public key.

After the write, the node would periodically try to read a

value until the read succeeds. If the returned value is equal

to the public key, the registration succeeded and no other

node will ever observe a different value. If the returned

value is different, the registration failed and will never suc-

ceed in the future.

Using custom keys in a Write Once Storage requires

agreement between nodes. The agreement can take many

forms – it can be enforced by a trusted third party. Notice

that the Public Key Infrastructure can be easily abstracted

away into a Write Once Storage, where the read agreement

property is a result of organizing certificate authorities into

a tree structure. Provided that the certificate authorities

always agreed on who should be associated with the par-

ticular domain (which is one of the main false assumptions

of a PKI), the system could be considered a secure trust

system.

2.2. Bitcoin

Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2009) is the first successful exam-

ple of a cryptocurrency. The significance of Bitcoin lies

in the fact that it is a decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) sys-

tem, with no trusted third parties involved. There is no

governing body that manages the distribution of currency,

its exchange rate or any other parameter. Users participat-

ing in the network deploy nodes that collectively verify all

transactions happening in real time. The fundamental con-

cept behind Bitcoin is the Blockchain – a distributed ledger

that tracks the state of all accounts in the system. The
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Blockchain establishes total order of all transactions with

no central coordination, through voting with CPU power.

2.2.1. Wallets

Bitcoin are stored in wallets – accounts in the Bitcoin

network. Each wallet consists of an asymmetric key pair,

where the public key serves as the account number and

identifier, and private key allows the owner to spend coins

stored in the wallet. This means that every user can gen-

erate an arbitrary number of accounts, without any central

authority. Because coins are assigned to wallets, not nodes,

anybody can receive funds without any direct communica-

tion.

2.2.2. Transactions

The coin transfer between accounts is called a transac-

tion. It is a structure that contains the outputs (records con-

taining which account receives a certain amount of coins),

the inputs (identifiers of the outputs from previous transac-

tions that this transaction spends), and signatures that ver-

ify the transaction as coming from an authorized person.

The transaction is considered valid if the inputs it tries to

spend are not yet spent, and if the signatures it contains

are valid. The transaction is created by the node belong-

ing to the owner of the wallet, and it is broadcasted across

the Bitcoin network. However, the act of announcing the

transaction is not equivalent with the definite proof that the

transaction actually took place. In order for the transaction

to be accepted into the network, it has to be included in the

Blockchain.

2.2.3. Mining

The process of creating blocks is called mining. It is a

computationally expensive process that involves hashing

the block contents in order to produce a hash that fits

within a defined integer range. Producing blocks is a

profitable exercise – each block yields a defined amount

of coins that is granted to the person that managed to find

the correct hash for the next block. It is easy to notice that

it is perfectly possible for nodes in the network to produce

two blocks simultaneously. However, only one of these

blocks will ever be accepted.

2.3. Namecoin

The model of Bitcoin involves a peer-to-peer system

where participants are continuously validating a series of

transactions without any central control. That model was

directly applied to the domain name system by modifying

the Bitcoin protocol and the result was called Namecoin

(NMC). Namecoin aims at providing a secure naming

system that is partially compatible with DNS (provides

a compatible naming scheme). All information about all

domains is stored inside the Blockchain, including keys,

values and subdomain structure.

Despite the initial popularity, Namecoin has suffered

from several limitations and numerous bugs (Gronager,

2013) leading it to become an abandoned project.

3. Orwell

Orwell is a heavily modified blockchain protocol,

based on the basic idea of Bitcoin. It provides its users

with tools for generating wallets, and sending currency

between accounts. The fundamental difference between

Orwell and Bitcoin is purpose. Orwell uses the concept

of a cryptocurrency as the means of establishing and

sustaining a decentralized write-once storage that can be

used as a functional replacement for the DNS system.

Orwell focuses on solving the problems of Namecoin and

optimizing the performance of name resolution.

The goals of the system are the following:

• to provide a fully functional replacement for the

DNS system, with ownership transfer, caching, arbi-

trary record types and values,

• to operate and sustain a truly decentralized DNS sys-

tem, without trusted third parties,

• to solve the problem of registration race, making it

possible for a domain name to be announced after the

registration itself, without the necessity of disclosing

it to external parties,

• to create a query-response name resolution protocol

that provides provable name resolution without the

necessity to know the whole chain (making it possi-

ble for thin clients to use and resolve Orwell domain

names),

• to make the system resistant to man-in-the-middle

attacks.

3.1. Design overview

An efficient design of a decentralized, cryptographi-

cally secure DNS-like system must address two technical

challenges: enforcing strict mapping between names and

public keys, which requires an unambiguous domain reg-

istration order, and at the same time allowing for elastic,

eventually consistent updates once the domain ownership

is guaranteed. To make it possible, Orwell is composed

of two separate protocols. By splitting the design into two

subsystems, nodes can specialize and serve only one func-

tion, greatly enhancing performance and reducing he re-

quirements imposed on clients. The protocols are:

• Orchain – the Blockchain algorithm and protocol that

maintains the transactions and establishes registration

order and maintains the mapping between domain

names and public keys,

• Orcache – a distributed key-value cache with partial

replication and eventual consistency, maintaining the

mapping between public keys and subdomain infor-

mation contents (Jabczyński and Szychowiak, 2015).

3.2. Orchain

Orchain defines a cryptocurrency system, not unlike

Bitcoin. Each and every user in the system can create its

own asymmetric key pair and use the public part as his/her
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identifier. Orchain users can transfer units or currency be-

tween one another, in exactly the same way as in Bitcoin.

The user transactions can be however associated with cus-

tom payload that allows users to perform operations on do-

mains – register, update and transfer.

3.2.1. Transactions

The fundamental data structure that describes an act of

currency transfer is called a transaction. Each transaction

can hold a value called payload. The payload is used as

a method of announcing domain registrations, tickets and

transfers. Orchain users can transfer units or currency (or-

coins) between one another, in exactly the same way as

in Bitcoin. This will be considered as a voluntary regit-

ration fee. The transaction contains a signature (stored in

the field Proof) signed using the private key of the wal-

let owner. The transaction could in principle allow mul-

tiple independent parties to issue a single transaction with

multiple inputs belonging to multiple entities, however this

was removed to reduce complexity and transaction size.

The Blockchain algorithm is the core of Orchain pro-

tocol. It is an ever growing tree of structures called blocks.

Although Blockchain is always referred to as a list, it is

an fact a tree structure. Nodes in the network try to find

and redistribute the longest chain in the tree, and ignore the

shorter branches. All nodes start the the same block, called

genesis block, which is hard-coded into the protocol.

Transaction is considered valid if and only if it is stored

in one of the blocks in the Blockchain. By using the or-

der of blocks as means of ordering transactions, nodes

can establish which transactions spend bills first, avoid-

ing the double spending problem. The first transaction to

spend the bill wins, and can be included in the chain. The

block is considered invalid if it contains any invalid trans-

action. Therefore, the whole chain always contains only

non-conflicting transactions.

Each block has its own unique identifier. It is a 256-bit

(32 byte) integer obtained by hashing the Header con-

tents using the SHA256 (NIST, 2002) function. In order

for the block to be accepted into the Blockchain, the block

identifier must meet a specific criterion, called proof of

work. Proof of work is a computationally expensive prob-

lem that needs to be solved in order for the block to be

considered valid. The more difficult the problem, the more

computing power the network needs in order to generate

the new block. By auto-balancing the complexity of the

proof of work problem (represented as the variable called

difficulty), the network can control and maintain a

fixed pace of block generation (ideally 6 blocks per hour,

or 1 block per 10 minutes).

The proof of work problem is essentially a problem of

randomly selecting an integer (hash value) lower than a

given threshold (called target). The predicate for a valid

identifier is the following:

IdentifierV alid(block) ≡ block.ID() < target(difficulty)

Where the target(d) is an upper bound limit for the

random identifier value. Let S be equal to the number of

possible identifier values (in our case 2256). The target

can be obtained from the following formula:

target(d) = S
(

1−
1

2
1

d

)

As the probability of obtaining any particular value of

the hash function is considered equal (we assume that the

SHA256 function behaves like a perfect hash function),

the average number of attempts required to obtain a valid

identifier for the given difficulty is exactly equal to the dif-

ficulty value.

Any change of the block content results in a different

hash value, and a different block identifier. The nonce

field can be used freely for that purpose.

3.2.2. Domain Registration

Domain system is the main purpose of the Orwell pro-

tocol. Domain names are keys in the write-once storage

established by Orwell. The values are public key identi-

fiers, and point to specific cards in the Orcache protocol.

Therefore Orchain deals only with the naming system and

does not hold the actual domain record data.

The fundamental problem that Orwell solves is regis-

tration order – it allows for all parties to agree on which

registration (act of taking the domain) took place first. The

first domain registration always wins, and has a defined

time period during which it is considered valid. The owner

of the valid domain can transfer it at any time and to any

account, including its own.

In order to prevent users from greedily registering

numerous domains, there are limits and rules that describe

how the domains can be registered. In each block, only

a defined number of domains can be registered. If more

registrations is issued than what a block is allowed to

contain, registrations with higher fees are accepted. This

way the price of the registration can vary in time, and

influence the currency value. Moreover, miners are more

highly incentivised towards mining, as it yields more

profit. The number of domains allowed to be registered

per block depends on the registration price (median of the

previous fees). If the registration price rises, the number of

allowed registrations also rises, and vice versa. This way

the number of domain registrations is constantly tuned

and managed by the market itself, providing a fair and

affordable price while preventing greedy registrations.

Registration race is a problem related to disclosing the

domain name before it is registered. If the intention of

registering a domain name becomes the public knowledge

before the registration succeeds, malicious parties can at-

tempt to register the same domain simultaneously with the

original party, with the intention of reselling the domain.

This scenario is real in some cases with DNS – malicious

entities host domain checking services, where a user can

check if the domain is free to register. The domain check

requests can be collected and then used to register the do-

mains before the original user succeeds to do so. This sce-

nario would be even more widespread in a P2P network,

especially when not just the intent of registering the do-

main name is public, but also the attempt to do so. This

would make domain registration a tricky and frustrating

task.
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To alleviate this issue, Orwell hides the domain name

until the registration has succeeded. No party can know

which domain is being registered until it is successfully

claimed. To achieve this, the domain registration process

is split into three steps:

1. Registration ticket – as the registration starts, the do-

main claimer computes the registration ticket. The

ticket is a hash of the Domain data structure, which

holds the domain name, designated owner and the

lease time. The ticket is included in the payload of a

transaction and published in the network. If the trans-

action fee is high enough, a miner will include the

ticket in the Blockchain.

2. Domain announcement – after the ticket is accepted

in the network, but before 144 blocks are published

after it (24 hours), the Domain data structure is pub-

lished in the payload of a transaction. The hash of

the Domain must match the previously announced

ticket. This way the network knows what was the ac-

tual domain that was registered.

3. Domain confirmation – exactly 144 blocks after the

ticket was announced, the miner is obliged to check

the ticket announced previously. If the ticket has a

matching domain (announced in step 2) and if the do-

main is available (was either not registered or the pre-

vious lease has ended), the domain is included in the

Domains array field of the new block. The ticket

check is obligatory and the block would be invalid if

any correctly announced ticket was ignored.

In the simplest case, only one person attempts to reg-

ister a domain. After the ticket is accepted into the

Blockchain, the domain is announced and then confirmed.

However, the more interesting case happens when multiple

parties attempt to claim the same domain simultaneously.

If this happens, the ticket order defines the registration pri-

ority. If both tickets are announced inside the same block,

transaction order inside the Transactions array in the

block decides. As the domain name itself is not known at

that point, the ticket order is effectively random and there-

fore fair.

3.2.3. Name resolution

Domain is considered valid if the matching Domain

structure is included in the Domains array in any of

the blocks, and if the expiration date specified in the

ValidUntilBlock field is big enough. In order

resolve a domain name, the client needs to have the

longest chain in the Blockchain. However, the client is

not required to store whole blocks – only block headers

are required. As each block header is only 896 bits long

(112 bytes), users need to store only 5,61 MiB of data

per year. This number does not depend on the number

of registrations or transactions, and remains proportional

only to the block generation rate, which self-stabilizes at 6

block per hour. This amount of data is acceptable even for

mobile users.

The resolution protocol contains the following steps:

1. Download the longest chain. This can be done con-

tinuously and in the background. The downstream

rate is low, as only 112B need to be downloaded each

10 minutes. The longest chain can be downloaded by

a system process and published to applications as a

read-only file.

2. Ask any full peer in the network about the domain.

The full peer stores the complete chain (or all cur-

rently registered domains).

3. The client checks the received response. The re-

sponse is valid if:

• the domain did not expire,

• the designated block (BlockID) actually exists

in the longest chain,

• the Proof is correct (Jabczyński and Szy-

chowiak, 2015).

It must be noted that the response verification requires

no prior knowledge given by any authoritative third party

– the client can obtain the correct Blockchain on its own,

asking multiple peers and choosing the longest one. As-

suming that the attacker has no control over what connec-

tions the client establishes, the client will always be able

to get the longest chain and correctly resolve names. The

authorization functionality established by Orchain can be

used recursively to secure the connections between nodes

themselves, further strengthening the network.

3.2.4. Network protocol and synchronization

Orchain works in an unstructured network. Nodes do

not need to connect or maintain any particular structure of

connections. The only assumption with respect to network

topology is that the graph is connected. To minimize the

chance of splitting the network, each node establishes ran-

dom connections and tries to maintain at least 16. The con-

nectedness of the network graph ensures that the gossip-

based broadcast of blocks will remain efficient.

Once the nodes establish a connection, the synchro-

nization procedure is executed periodically to ensure that

both nodes agree on the longest chain. The objective of

the procedure is to find a common ancestor (the latest, in

the best case) in the tree of blocks and, if the remote peer

has a longer chain that descends from the common ances-

tor, download these blocks. The chain length is compared

not by the number of blocks, but the sum of difficulty val-

ues associated with blocks. This prevents the nodes from

choosing artificially forged blocks with cheap production

time and unbounded length. The steps of the procedure are

the following:

1. Send the MsgHead request, containing the Id of the

last known block in the longest chain, and Work –

the sum of Difficulty values associated with all

blocks in the chain.

2. Receive the MsgTail response. The data structure

contains the total Work done in all blocks known by

the remote peer, as well as the Headers array of

block headers that descend from the Id specified in

the request (if the Id is known by the remote peer).
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3. If:

• the Headers array is not empty, ask the remote

peer for all the unknown blocks specified in the

Headers, download them and return,

• the Headers is empty, but the value of Work is

greater then the local one, re-send the MsgHead

request with the Id twice earlier then previously.

• the Headers is empty and the value of Work is

lower than the local one, return.

With the following approach, the peer performs a bi-

nary search over the chain to find a common ancestor. Af-

ter the ancestor is found, the peer compares its own chain

with the chain stored by the remote peer. If the remote

peer has the longer chain, it is downloaded and applied

locally. By using this procedure periodically and asking

multiple peers, the longest chain quickly spreads across the

network.

4. Summary

Orwell is a proposal of a decentralized system that pro-

vides both secure naming scheme and authentication. By

leveraging the breakthrough innovation of Blockchain al-

gorithm, completely new P2P systems can be constructed

with much stronger guarantees than before. Cryptocur-

rency can be used to stabilize P2P networks through the

promise of profit. As long as the peers in the network are

attracted towards gathering more currency established by

the system, the stability of consensus algorithm is guaran-

teed. The consensus can be used to totally order the trans-

action registrations, ensuring that all nodes in the network

observe the same global state.

Orchain works in an unstructured network. Nodes do

not need to connect or maintain any particular structure of

connections. The only assumption with respect to network

topology is that the graph is connected.

Orwell introduces various optimizations with respect to

Bitcoin and Namecoin. It increases performance through

reduction of the size of data structures, modifies the do-

main resolution algorithm to remove the requirement for

the clients to store the complete chain, and separates the

domain mapping layer from the data storage layer, increas-

ing throughput and decreasing response time. Many fur-

ther improvements can be done, specifically concerning

performance with respect to memory footprint and attack

vectors. Orwell will be developed further, with the fo-

cus on developing libraries for various programming lan-

guages to enable efficient address resolution. The next goal

is integrating the address resolution into Mozilla Firefox

via a plugin, thus making the new addressing scheme eas-

ily available for normal users.
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